NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL, 104 AREA, VISAKHAPATNAM
ACTIVITY REPORT FOR JULY 2020
I.

Special Assembly:

1. Vijay Diwas(By Secondary Wing):
Kargil Vijay Diwas is observed in India on the 26th of July. On this date in
1999 India successfully took command of the high outposts. The Kargil war
was fought for more than 60 days, ended on 26 July. To commemorate this
victory, students of class VII did special assembly on 2nd July 2020. As a part
of special assembly, videos and speech depicting the valour of soldiers was
done. Nominated students shared the importance of the day to rest of the
class.
Thought for the day:
“The true soldier fights not because he hates what is in front of him, but
because he loves what is behind him”
“Men love their country, not because it is great, but because it is their own”
2. Fathers’ Day (By KG wing):
On 3rd July 2020, students of UKG have participated in conducting the special
assembly for Fathers. Father’s Day is celebrated every year on 3rd Sunday in
the month of June. Students shared photos and videos showing their love and
affection towards their father. Few students performed dance shows as well.
The celebration was concluded with a speech by the teacher.
3. EID Celebrations (By KG Wing):
Eid ul-Fitr also called the "Festival of Breaking the Fast", is a religious
festival celebrated by Muslims that marks the end of the month-long dawn-tosunset fasting of Ramadan. In a video posted on 10 July, student of class
UKG spoke about importance of the same; also, a small song was presented
by the students. The celebrations ended with conclusion speech by the
Teacher.
4. World Population day (By Primary Wing):
World Population Day seeks to raise awareness of global population issues.
To educate the students about the same class IV students had presented
special assembly on 9th July 2020 focusing on the consequences of
increasing population. A small cultural activity was conducted emphasizing
the same.
Thought for the day:
“Jan sankhya par rok lagao, vikas ki raftaar badhao.”
5. Vanmahotsav (By Nature Club of Primary Wing):
On 16th July 2020, students of class IV & V celebrated Vanmahotsav by
sharing the importance of celebrating Vanmahotsav with all students.
Generally, Van Mahotsav is celebrated in the first week of July. The students
took a pledge on the day to save trees and also, they planted saplings.
Thought for the day: “Plant trees, save nature.”

Online Exam Schedules:

II.

1. Primary Wing: Term -1 assessments for classes I – V was commenced on
6th July 2020 and concluded on 27th July 2020. The assessment took place
in two parts, Oral and written,
2. Secondary Wing: Periodic Test – 1 for classes VI – XII commenced on
22nd July and it concluded on 29th July 2020.
III.

Meetings/ Workshops:

1.
Director’s Address:
On 6th July 2020, Cdr.K.Manikandan, Director, NCS, Vizag interacted with the
teachers. The meeting kicked off with appreciation to all teachers for their efforts
in various forms during the COVID situation. His special appreciations for all the
activities that got transformed in electronic mode i.e PTI, Orientation, CCA, also
E-Magazine. He also emphasized on using different strategies for online classes.
2. STEP App Workshop:
STEP App is a revolutionary Ed-Tech app that makes learning fun and easy
through its gamified format and gives children conceptual clarity in math and
science. So, the enrich teachers with how to go about the application and how
the visualizations help the students, as session was conducted on 8th July for all
the teachers from Science and Mathematics departments.
3. Interactions with Vice-Chairman:
An interaction with teachers of class X and XII of all wings with Vice-Chairman
Cmde.K.S.Noor was scheduled on 20th July 2020. He first congratulated the all
achievers of both X and XII. Also, individual performances were announced. A
part from this year performance and comparative briefing on performance AY
2018-19 with AY 2019-20 was done.
4. Meeting with Principal for teachers of Class IX – XII:
Meeting with principal was scheduled on 21st July 2020. As Principal started the
address with appreciation of all the teachers with their great hard-work towards
the marvellous results of AY 2019-20. To mention, teachers were also
appreciated as there was subject-wise improvement specially subjects like
Mathematics and Sanskrit had drastic improvement in the results. Tutorial
classes are planned for all level of students post Periodic Test (PT) – 1. Syllabus
completion dates were also mentioned for half yearly and annual for all classes
from VI – XII.
5. Other events:
Class X results:
On 15th July 2020, class X results were declared by CBSE. NCS 104 Area
achieved 100 % pass percentage. Sowmya Ranjan Nayak of NCS, 104 area
stood school first by securing 98.2%. centums scored:Hindi-1, Mathematics-5,
Sanskrit-1.
Parents-Students and Teachers Interaction for KG & Primary wing:
Both the wings had their monthly interactions with the parents and students to
clarify doubts and obtain feedback.
(Mrs Srividya)
Vice-Principal

